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1. Understanding culture (30 min)



Defining (organisational) culture

Let’s start…

Let‘s discuss using ‚Menti‘… 

• What do you associate with the 
word ‚culture‘ in general? 

• How would you define 
organisational culture‘? 

• What role does culture play in an 
organisation?



“Culture eats strategy for breakfast”

- Peter Drucker



Culture is a competition between values



Control Compete

Internal External

Collaborate Create

Do things right!

Do things together!

Do things fast!

Do things first!

Understanding Culture

Emotional

Rational

Control

Collaborate

Compete

Create



Which transition do we need?
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2. Changing culture (30 min)



To talk about change

Let’s start…

Let‘s discuss using ‚Menti‘…

• What is your overall experience 
with change? 

• What from your experience are 
barriers to change? 





For creating change, we need to 

understand and address this level!



The Kübler-Ross Change Curve



The Tarzan model of changing behaviour

Old behaviour New behaviour



ProactiveRe-active

Telling Listening

What needs to change at UoM?



Application to your UBC culture

Let’s start…

Let’s use ‘Menti’ to discuss…

• How would you describe your 
organisation‘s culture in 5 
keywords?

• What needs to change? (e.g. from 
reactive to proactive)



Let‘s have a break! (15 minutes)



3. Your change story (90 min)



Perception is subjective



The Conversation 
By Arnold Lakhovsky

(circa 1935)



“A primary way to effect change in social systems 

is by changing the prevailing discourse” 

- (Marshak & Grant, 2008)



Creating the change story

Why do we want to change?

Pull factors

1. Our inspiration

Why do we need to change?

Push factors

2. The crying need

How do we communicate 

the change?

Acceptance factors

3. Change narrative

Internal factors

External factorsWould it not be cool if we…

We want to be the best, 

most, number 1 in…

Bright spots Crown juwels

Obstacles

Springboard stories

Images and metaphors



Virtual World Café

Let’s create our change story…

We break out in 3 groups

1. Our inspiration

2. The crying need

3. Change narrative

Instructions

1. Each group determines a table host 
who remains in the group in all 
rounds

2. 3 rounds of 15 minutes each

3. Each table host will then present 
the results plenary to all participants



Some more templates to use…



Value-propositions per stakeholder (example smart³)

We support companies in finding and working with relevant 

research partners in order to achieve innovation and added value 

in the field of smart materials.

We support research institutes in initiating cooperation with 

industrial partners in order to market and valorize research results 

in the field of smart materials.

We offer designers access and participation in industry-related 

innovation issues in order to incorporate the design into 

application-oriented product development at an early stage.

Research

Designers

Industry

We offer the interested public, as well as educational institutions, 

access to the world of smart materials in order to make 

technological developments tangible regardless of societal position.

Education / Public



Strategy focus – key messages (example smart³)

ASSOCIATION MEMBERS TEAM

• For us, the association is the formalization of a 

community of interests

• In communication, we emphasize the value of the 

community, the advantages of the collective, and the 

creative possibilities of the members

• We recognize that only a lively association is also an 

interesting association

• We deal sensitively and carefully with the legal 

requirements of the association 

• Members have our highest priority

• We see ourselves as a service provider and offer 

our members the services, tools, and ways of 

influence to achieve their goals

• We regularly invite our members to take 

advantage of the numerous opportunities for 

exchange and networking and to actively shape 

the association

• We offer our members a podium 

• In communication with our members, we are 

professional and cordial

• We are a strong team, value each other, 

support each other, and cultivate an open 

and cordial atmosphere 

• We are proud of our successes and 

celebrate them appropriately 

• We help each other to develop continuously 

• We passionately pursue a collective goal 

and signal improvements in our work to 

each other to achieve our collective goal

FINANCE PROCESSES KNOWLEDGE

• We create a solid financial basis for a longer-term 

orientation of the association

• Funding should consist of a balanced mix of member 

fees (25%), services (25%), and public funding 

(50%).

• For us, efforts to acquire funding are structural, 

consistent and targeted 

• In the team and in the association we maintain 100% 

transparency and financial awareness

• We question our processes and continuously 

improve them

• A solid CRM is the linchpin of our member 

support 

• We recognize that good processes enable 

scalability of our services and professionalism 

and thus added value for our members

• The field of smart materials is the 

technological basis of our association and 

we are constantly driving it forward (depth)

• Competence in innovation management, 

project management, design, art, etc. are 

the glue of our activities (breadth)

• We make knowledge accessible, 

understandable, and tangible



Q&A and close-down (15 min)



Thank You!

Dr. Jochen Barth

barth@uiin.org


